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Photographic Depiction of the Field of View with

Spectacles-mounted Low Vision Aids

Jae-Hyun Jung, PhD, FAAO,1* Nish Mohith Kurukuti, BS,1 and Eli Peli, MS, OD, FAAO1

SIGNIFICANCE: Photographic depiction helps to illustrate the primary and secondary field of view effects of low
vision devices along with their utility to clinicians, patients, and caretakers. This technique may also be helpful
for designers and researchers in improving the design and fitting of low vision devices.

PURPOSE: The field of view through spectacles-mounted low vision devices has typically been evaluated using
perimetry. However, the perimetric field diagram is different from the retinal image and often fails to represent
the important aspects of the field of view and visual parameters. We developed a photographic depiction method
to record and veridically show the field of view effects of these devices.

METHODS:We used a 3D-printed holder to place spectacles-mounted devices at the same distance from the em-
pirically determined reference point of the field of view in a camera lens (f=16mm) as theywould be from an eye, when
in use. The field of view effects of a bioptic telescope, aminifier (reverse telescope), and peripheral prismswere captured
using a conventional camera, representing retinal images. The human eye pupil size (adjusting theF number: f/2.8 to f/8
and f/22 in the camera lens) and fitting parameters (pantoscopic tilt and back vertex distance) varied.

RESULTS: Real-world indoor and outdoor walking and driving scenarios were depicted as retinal images illustrat-
ing the field of view through low vision devices, distinguishing optical and obscuration scotomas, and demonstrat-
ing secondary effects (spatial distortions, viewpoint changes, diplopia, spurious reflection, and multiplexing ef-
fects) not illustrated by perimetric field diagrams.

CONCLUSIONS:Photographic depiction illustrates the primary and secondary field of view effects of the low vision
devices. These images highlight the benefit and possible trade-offs of the low vision devices and may be beneficial
in education and training.
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Spectacles-mounted visual aids including bioptic telescopes,1–6

image minifiers (based on a reverse Galilean telescope),7–11 and
prisms12–14 have been developed for low vision patients. All these
devices modify the field of view, the portions of the area seen
through the low vision devices that fall on the visual field (function-
ing portions of the retina),15 and thus expand (image minifiers) or
shift (prisms) the field of view, or enlarge the apparent size of the
image (telescopes). Visualizing the effect of the low vision devices
in terms of the field of view is necessary to understand and demon-
strate the expected benefits and trade-offs of the devices to poten-
tial patients, caretakers, and clinicians.

The field of view through low vision devices has been traditionally
evaluated with perimetry9,11,13,16–18 and illustrated using a field dia-
gram,19,20 a map of the angular position of targets detected in the pe-
rimeter when the subject is looking at a fixation target (usually at the
center of the perimeter).18,21,22 The perimetric field diagram illustrates
the field of view with the device in the perimeter (object) domain (the
angular distance of visible targets from the fixation) but not in the
retinal image domain (i.e., visual field). Photographic depiction:
taking a picture through spectacles-mounted low vision devices
using a camera, demonstrates the field of view, as a retinal image
(subject's retinal eccentricity).

The angular size of the retinal image through the telescope or
minifier is smaller or larger than without the device, respectively.
A perimetric field diagram illustrates the field of view but does
not veridically depict the angular size and location of the retinal im-
age through the devices. For example, the field of view through the
prism is shifted in the field diagram (Fig. 1A), but the location of
the retinal image through the prism is not shifted.

Optical scotoma is another field of view effect illustrated differ-
ently in the field diagram and in the retinal image domain. Optical
scotomas, such as jack-in-the-box scotoma with spectacles correction
for aphakia,24 bioptic ring scotoma,25,26 and prismatic apical sco-
toma,18,23 are measurable by perimetry and marked as nonseeing
black/gray areas in the field diagram. The patient cannot detect ob-
jects that fall within the optical scotoma field, yet the scotomas are
not perceived as black and do not appear explicitly in the retinal
image. The optical scotoma may only be noticeable by the user as
a discontinuation of image contents between the inside and outside
of the device's aperture. The optical scotomas are different from ob-
scuration scotomas caused by physical blocking,14 such as the
spectacles frame27 or the body of the devices.28 An obscuration
scotoma is indeed observed as black (or the color of the obscuring
object) and thus is seen similarly in both the field diagram and the
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retinal image. However, in the perimetric field diagram, the appear-
ance of obscuration and optical scotomas is not distinguishable.17,26

A method to illustrate the retinal image (patient's view) should dis-
tinguish the effects of the two different scotomas and their poten-
tial impact on the functionality of the low vision devices.

Diplopia (perceiving the same object in two different directions)
is noticeable and bothersome to the user in actual use and thus
should be avoided when fitting low vision devices (e.g., peripheral
prisms18 and image minifiers). Although diplopia is measurable in
perimetry by asking the patient to report when it occurs,21,23 it is
missed in conventional perimetry unless the perimetrist is anticipat-
ing it and asks the patient to report it (not common practice). A
method that illustrates the diplopia caused by devices on the retinal
image would explicitly demonstrate that effect and could better
guide testing and fitting. Apfelbaum et al.15,18 introduced the per-
cept diagram (Fig. 1B) to simulate the retinal image with low vision
devices. A percept diagram illustrates what the world would look like
on the retina if the world were a Goldmann polar grid. The percept
diagram is calculated from the field diagram, inheriting some of
the issues listed previously. Various field of view effects such
as spatial distortion,29,30 total internal and spurious reflections,
dimming effects,23 contrast reduction,31,32 and diplopia are rarely
measured in perimetry. Thus, the percept diagram does not illus-
trate those either (Fig. 1B). Even if some of these effects are con-
sidered with additional modeling (Fig. 1C),23 the percept diagram
still may not represent all the effects. For example, the percept dia-
gram and most ray tracing computations assume a pinhole cam-
era,18,33 which ignores additional secondary effects such as blur
(due to the proximity of the device to the eye), vignetting, and
multiplexing effects (showing two different views superimposed
[through and outside of the devices] at the boundary of the
device)34 due to the finite size of the physical pupil.

Few camera systems were previously developed to depict the
scene through specific devices.35–38 Tremblay et al.35,36 imple-
mented a customized human eye model and a relay optics system
with a camera in the model's retinal plane to depict the retinal

image magnified with their contact lens telescope. The system's high
image quality enabled the evaluation of the device resolution, but the
field of view (34.5°) was not wide enough to illustrate the field of view
of the telescope, which is one of the scopes of our article.

Here, we use a commercial camera and a wide field of view lens
selected tomatch the focal length and pupil size effects of the human
eye. Simply taking a picture from behind a visual aid7,11,17,18,25,39

does not provide an accurate representation of the field of view ef-
fects. Besides geometrical miscalibration, other camera settings
are notmatchedwith those of the human eye.We address such issues
in this paper. Using the photographic depiction setup, the differences
between the field of view effects on the perimetric field diagram and
the retinal image from the photographic depiction in practical scenarios
are illustrated and interpreted.

METHODS

Reference Point of Field of View in the Camera Lens

To correctly depict the field of view effects, the spectacles-
mounted low vision devices should be located at the same distance
from the reference point of the field of view in the camera system as
the human eye. Without such correspondence, all angular relations
to the devices, such as field of view, perspective, parallax, ec-
centricity, and angle of incidence and its consequences, would
be incorrectly depicted and misrepresent the retinal image. In
camera systems, the reference point for angular relations is the
entrance pupil,40,41 although the nodal point may be used un-
der paraxial approximation.7,18,23,42

The distance from the reference point of the field of view in the
camera system to the back vertex of the spectacles lens that carries
the devices (reference-to-lens distance, e) should be matched with
the distance in actual use (Fig. 2). Because the entrance pupil of
the eye is located 4 mm behind the corneal front surface,43 the
spectacles lens should be located 4mm farther than the back vertex
distance from the reference point of the camera lens. We assume

FIGURE 1. Field diagrams and percept diagrams. (A) Calculated monocular (left eye) field diagram of a patient with left homonymous hemianopia wear-
ing 57Δ horizontal peripheral prisms. The field diagram illustrates two 30° wide by 20° high segments in the blind field (shifted view)made visible by the
peripheral prism. The apical scotoma is also visible in the field diagram as unseen areas within the right, seeing, visual field. (B) Percept diagram (a calcu-
lated view of a polar perimetry grid observed by the patient through the device)18 simulates the retinal image with the peripheral prisms. Apical scotoma is
invisible here and only notable as discontinuity between views inside and outside the peripheral prisms. (C) Calculated percept diagram considering addi-
tional effects, such as distortions (minification) and dimming of the shifted view.23
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that the spectacles' back vertex distance is approximately 13mm,18

and thus, the reference-to-lens distance is approximately 17 mm.
We also enabled varying the back vertex distance within a range of
±3 mm to evaluate the effects of individual variations (e.g., deeper
or shallower eye or nose bridge structure).44

The reference point of the field of view in the camera lens, a
specification that is not often released to the public, should be em-
pirically determined to match the reference-to-lens distance with
the human eye. In a typical camera lens, the entrance pupil is more
than20mmbehind the front surfaceof the camera lens, whichmakes
it impossible to mount a visual aid at the human eye reference-to-lens
distance (about 17 mm).

We used amirrorless camera with a camera lens selected tomatch
the scale of the focal length and aperture sizes with that of the human
eye. We chose Sony (Tokyo, Japan) α6000 mirrorless camera
(23.5� 15.6mmsensor with 6000� 4000 resolution). This camera
can accept a thin lens commonly known as a “pancake” lens (Sony
SEL16F28) with an entrance pupil located closer than 17 mm from
the lens front surface (16-mm focal length and maximum f/2.8) with
a wide field of view (73 � 52°). The human eye has a 22 mm focal
length and F number (ratio of the focal length and the pupil size) that
ranges from f/2.1 in the dark to f/8.3 in the sunlight.43 Because the
human eye is filled with vitreous humor (refractive index of 1.34),
the corresponding effective focal length of the human eye in the air
is about the same as the focal length of the pancake camera lens we
used (16 mm ≈ 22 mm/1.34). The range of F number in the human
eye is fully covered by this lens.

To determine the reference point of the field of view in the camera
lens, we used the perspectivemeasurement. Whereas parallel railroad
tracks appear to converge far from the eye or a camera image because
of the perspective, diverging lines appear parallel to each other when
the reference point of the perspective and the origin of the diverging
lines are matched. We used large printed protractor lines (Appendix
A, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A534) to measure the refer-
ence point in the camera lens, as proposed by Steptoe.45

3D-printed Holders for Spectacles-mounted Low
Vision Devices

To match the reference-to-lens distance in the human eye and
the camera system, we developed two types of holders for low vision

devices (mounted on a lens blank or spectacles, respectively) using
3D printing. Both the lens blank holder and the spectacles frame
holder are designed to fit on the outer surface of the pancake lens
to keep the reference-to-lens distance at 17mm and align the axes
of the carrier lens and the camera lens. The camera lens center in
the photographic depiction (optic axis and center pixel of the im-
age) corresponds to the fovea of a human eye.

Fig. 3 shows the 3D-printed holder for an ophthalmic lens blank
carrying the low vision devices. A bioptic Keplerian telescope (VES
Mini 3�; Ocutech, Chapel Hill, NC; 14mm in diameter) wasmounted
through the lens blank protruding 5 mm towards the eye, as is the
standard fitting of that telescope.46 To demonstrate the on-axis
telescope in-use, we mounted the telescope at the optic axis of
the lens blank (Figs. 3A, B). For the off-axis condition (when not
in use), as the telescope is sitting most of the time, the telescope
wasmounted through the lens blank 8.5mmabove the lens optical
center (10 mm below the eye wire of the spectacles lens) and tilted
10° up (Figs. 3D, E).46 Similarly, the imageminifier (Field Expander
0.6�; Ocutech; 13.5 mm in diameter) was mounted on-axis posi-
tion with a 0.5-mm protrusion towards the eye (Fig. 3C). We also
tested the newly developed multiperiscopic peripheral prisms14

that provide 100Δ (45° image shift) using a cascade of half-penta
prisms (Fig. 3F). Because the lens blank holder is designed to en-
able tilting the lens blank in 5° steps to demonstrate the effect of
tilts such as pantoscopic tilt and face-form on the retinal image,
we specifically tested the effect of the pantoscopic tilt on the ob-
scuration scotoma of themultiperiscopic prisms (Fig. 3F). We used
the portrait orientation of the camera to reach a high-enough verti-
cal field of view that included both upper and lower peripheral
prism segments. To illustrate the effect of different back vertex dis-
tances, the lens holder could be moved closer or farther out from
the reference point of the lens.

Fig. 4 shows the 3D-printed holder for a spectacles frame to
directly fit spectacles-mounted low vision devices for the photo-
graphic depiction. The spectacles frame holder includes parameters
such as pantoscopic tilt and face-form tilt and allows adjustment of
the interpupillary distance (i.e., lateral shift of the spectacles frame),
as well as vertical adjustment of the spectacles lens in front of the
camera lens. The spectacles holder was used to photographically
depict the field of view with conventional 57Δ (30° image shift)
Fresnel peripheral prisms (Chadwick Optical, Harleysville, PA) in
horizontal (Figs. 4A, B) and oblique configurations (Fig. 4C).13,47

The interprism separation between upper and lower peripheral
prisms was 10 mm.

Camera Settings

Camera settings (i.e., aperture size, exposure, focus, and dynamic
range) were selected to cover a reasonable range of human eye char-
acteristics and to illustrate their effects on the field of view. Because
the effective focal length of the human eye and the camera lens we
used are similar, we could simply select within a similar range of F
numbers (f/2.8 to f/8) to simulate the pupil sizes of the human eye
in the photographic depiction. We set F numbers of f/2.8, f/4, f/5.6,
and f/8 to represent the human pupil size for dilated eye, mesopic,
photopic indoor, and photopic outdoor conditions, respectively.48,49

We also took photographs with the highest F number (f/22) to sim-
ulate a pinhole camera demonstrating the clear boundary and field
size usually obtained with ray-tracing simulations.

Tomanually control the pupil size (i.e., F number), the exposure
was automatically controlled by the aperture priority mode of the
camera with compensated shutter speed. We used the center focus

FIGURE 2. Matching the camera's reference-to-lens distance (e) with
the human eye. (A) When a user wears a spectacles-mounted visual
aid, the spectacles carrier lens is located approximately 17mm in front
of the eye's entrance pupil. (B) For angularly accurate photographic
depiction, the spectacles should be mounted at the same reference-
to-lens distance from the entrance pupil of the camera lens.

Field of View with Spectacles-mounted Low Vision Aids— Jung et al.
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(automatic focus through the center of the camera lens) and the
center weight metering (automatic exposure control based on the
brightness in the central field) to maintain similar brightness at
the center of images across conditions. We turned on the high dy-
namic range mode of the camera to show as much field of view ef-
fect as possible. Note that we were studying the field of view and
not the difference in the image quality across the devices or set-
tings, although some of these differences are apparent.

RESULTS

To illustrate the field of view effects of the low vision devices as
the retinal image, photographs were obtained in various practical
scenarios (i.e., walking and driving conditions under different light

levels). These results were compared with the perimetry diagrams
with the same devices.

Keplerian Bioptic Telescope

We performed Goldmann perimetry (V4e target) with a normally
sighted subject with and without a spectacles-mounted Keplerian
bioptic telescope (Figs. 5A, B). The field of view through the telescope
at the center (red solid outline) is surrounded by the ring scotoma
(yellow solid outline), but the optical and obscuration scotomas
are not distinguishable here.

The retinal image with the same bioptic telescope was depicted.
For the indoor scenario, a conference poster attached to a corridor wall
(7 m away) was used (Fig. 5C). The camera was mounted on a tripod
at an adult eye level (1.6 m). The larger apparent size of the smaller
field of view through the telescope representsmagnification. Themag-
nification power, the ratio of the field of view and its angular size of the

FIGURE 3. A 3D-printed holder for an ophthalmic lens blank. The holder mounts a 70-mm lens blank at a 17-mm reference-to-lens distance (e). Setup
for the on-axis bioptic telescope at the front view (A) and the side view (B) and the on-axis image minifier (C; reverse telescope). Setup for the off-axis
bioptic telescope at the front view (D) and the side view (E) and the peripheral multiperiscopic prisms (F) with 10° pantoscopic tilt. The lens blank holder
can adjust the pantoscopic tilt in 5° steps.

Field of View with Spectacles-mounted Low Vision Aids— Jung et al.
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retinal image (e.g., the length of the red arrows in Figs. 5C, D), was
constant across all pupil sizes calculated by using equation B2 in
Appendix B, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A534. The retinal
image captured by the photographic depiction clearly illustrates the
difference between the optical and obscuration ring scotomas. The
optical ring scotoma due to the magnification of the retinal image is
invisible and only noticeable with careful tracking of missing objects
between the fields of view in and outside the telescope (e.g., posters
on the left and right walls close to the door). The obscuration ring sco-
toma is indeed photographed as a dark (narrower) ring. The optical
ring scotoma (from the magnification) is a trade-off of the magnifica-
tion for the field of view of the telescope (3� wider angular size of
the retinal image); however, this additional obscuration ring scotoma
is a waste of field of view and should beminimized. The photographic
depiction also shows that the field through the telescope is cut as parts
of obscuration scotomas caused by the erecting prism50 in the
Keplerian telescope.

Figs. 5D to H show the retinal images with the on-axis telescope
captured with varying pupil sizes (F numbers). The larger pupil
(smaller F number) results in larger retinal image through the tele-
scope (thus a wider field of view through the telescope) with a
narrower obscuration ring scotoma. In the largest pupil, the magni-
fied view through the telescope and the view outside of the tele-
scope are almost abutting at the boundary of the telescope, and
the obscuration ring scotoma is narrowest and faint (Fig. 5D). With
the smaller pupil sizes, the angular size of the retinal image
through the telescope (and thus the field of view) is reduced with
the enlarging obscuration ring scotoma. The result with f/22
(Fig. 5H), simulation of pinhole camera, illustrates the narrowest
retinal image through the telescope (i.e., field of view) and the wid-
est obscuration scotoma.

Fig. 6 illustrates the field of view effects with the 3� bioptic
telescope in driving. At the eye position of a 175-cm-tall driver sit-
ting in a car (Honda Crosstour, Tokyo, Japan), the camera was lo-
cated 134 cm from the ground outside the car and 62 cm back
from the vertical center of the windshield and aimed straight

ahead. The retinal image through the on-axis telescope coversmost
of the windshield on the driver side. The optical ring scotoma of the
narrow field of view through the telescope blocks most of the driv-
ing lane view through the windshield (Fig. 6B). The obscuration
ring scotoma is visible with the smaller photopic pupil (f/8) owing
to the bright outdoors. However, it falls outside of the windshield
and thus does not restrict much of the driver's view, except on
the right side of the windshield. Fig. 6C shows the photographic de-
piction results of the off-axis bioptic telescope (when not in use).
Most of the driving time, the telescope is in this position, and the
photographic depiction shows that the telescope and any ring sco-
toma do not interfere with the view through the windshield. Because
of the position of the telescope, a small obscuration scotoma caused
by the telescope body slightly interferes with the windshield view.

Image Minifier (Reverse Telescope)

A normally sighted observer's visual field (Fig. 7A) is wider
than the field of view of the expander (about 50°), which results
in the diplopia (Fig. 7B). Diplopia was purposely pursued in the
perimetry by asking the subject to report two targets. A standard
perimetric procedure would only show an enlarged physiological
blind spot (compare the size in Figs. 7A, B). The image minifier
is designed for patients who have narrower visual fields than the
minifier's field of view, so the diplopia seen here would not af-
fect these patients.

Photographic depiction, in the same corridor used previously for
the telescope, illustrates field of view effects including diplopia
and scotomas with the minifier as a retinal image. The field dia-
gram is annotated over the photographic depiction of the corridor
(Fig. 7C). The red and yellow solid lines illustrate the retinal image
through the minifier and the field of view through the minifier with
the indoor photopic pupil (f/5.6), respectively. The minification
power, ratio of the angular size of the retinal image and the field
of view of the expander (e.g., the ratio of the lengths of the red ar-
rows in Figs. 7C, D), was constant across all pupil sizes calculated

FIGURE 4. A 3D-printed spectacles holder that keeps the spectacles lens 17 mm (e) from the camera entrance pupil. The frame's brow bar and bridge
position can be adjusted to align the optical centers of the spectacles' lens and the camera lens. Front view (A) and side view (B) of horizontal peripheral
prisms (57Δ) glasses mounted on the camera and oblique peripheral prism configuration (C). Enlarged prisms are shown in the insets.
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by using equation B2 in Appendix B, available at http://links.lww.
com/OPX/A534.

Figs. 7D to H illustrate the apparent minified image and diplo-
pia, as shown on the retinal images. The obscuration ring scotoma
created by the minifier body is seen in Figs. 7D to H. A normally
sighted subject might see the obscuration ring scotoma during
the perimetry. However, no missing field is recorded associated with
that “scotoma” in the perimetry, as the field portions “blocked” by
the obscuration scotoma are seen inside the field of view of the
minifier. Importantly, both the diplopia and obscuration ring sco-
toma will not affect a potential user who has a residual central field
narrower than the field of view of the minifier. The photographic de-
piction also illustrates the consistency of the perspective (compare
ceiling tiles and poster lines across the retinal image) within and
outside the image minifier.

Photographic Depiction of Peripheral Prisms
in Walking

Because the peripheral prism was designed to detect colliding
pedestrians approaching from the blind side of a patient with homon-
ymous hemianopia,13,51 we staged collision scenarios with a pedes-
trian in an open environment44,52 to illustrate the field of view effects
in the retinal image captured by the photographic depiction.

The 57Δ (≈ 30°) peripheral prism glasses were mounted on
the camera at 1.5 m height in a wide-open room with a 1.9-m-
high pedestrian, 2 m away, at bearing angles of 15 (Fig. 8A)
and 30° (Fig. 8B). The camera was aimed straight ahead and fo-
cused on a far fixation target. The monocular field diagram
(Fig. 1A) shows that the upper and lower 30° � 20° wide prism
segments in the blind field are visible with the peripheral prisms

FIGURE 5. Field of view effects of a 3� bioptic telescope. (A) Field diagrams of a normally sighted right eye without telescope, showing only the optic
nerve head scotoma, and (B) with the on-axis telescope. The field diagram illustrates the ring scotoma (gray area between red and yellow outlines) but
does not distinguish between the optical (magnification) and obscuration ring scotomas. (C) A photograph of a corridor without the telescope. The red
and yellow solid circles annotate the field of view seen through the telescope and the ring scotoma in panel B, respectively. The dashed yellow circle
marks the retinal image boundary (optical ring scotoma) based on the indoor photopic pupil size (f/5.6) as shown in panel F. Photographic depiction
of the corridor view with the telescope applying different F number settings: (D) f/2.8, (E) f/4, (F) f/5.6, and (G) f/8. Larger pupil (smaller F number) pro-
vides wider field of view and narrower obscuration scotoma caused by vignetting of the telescope aperture (e.g., the appearance of the logo in the left top
corner of the poster with the smaller pupil). The size ratio between the red arrows in panels C and D illustrates themagnification power. (H) Photographic
depiction with f/22. Note the obscuration scotomas from the erecting prism in the telescope, highlighted in panel H but visible in all other photographs.
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but does not illustrate where the retinal image is visible in the
field and how the apical scotoma is seen.

Figs. 8C to F and D to J show the photographic depiction of the
peripheral prisms, with pedestrians approaching on a collision
course at bearing angles of 15 and 30°, respectively. The photo-
graphic depiction shows the retinal image through the prisms, which
shows 30° shifted field of view. The pedestrian at 15° bearing/
eccentricity on the blind side is shifted by 30° appearing at 15° ec-
centricity on the seeing side (Figs. 8C to F). The other pedestrian at
the 30° bearing angle on the blind side is visible at the vertical midline
on the retinal image through the peripheral prisms (Figs. 8G to J). The
photographic depiction illustrates the invisibility of the apical scotoma
(i.e., the scene behind the peripheral prism is blocked and replaced
by the shifted view).

Various secondary field of view effects, not illustrated with the
field diagram, are also visible in the photographs. Distortions of the
shifted view23,29,30 are illustrated by bent lines. Theminified shifted
view on the retinal image through the peripheral prisms results from
the gradually increased effective prism power at higher angles of in-
cidence.23 Total internal reflection is visible as an arching boundary
of a hazed area in the peripheral prisms on the blind side. Multiple
horizontally overlapped ceiling lights (there is only one row of the
square ceiling lights in the room) represent spurious reflections.23

Different amounts of the visible scattering from multiple bases of
Fresnel prism23 in different pupil sizes are also illustrated. Note that
any effects seen in the blind side of the photographic depiction be-
come visible only when the patient scans with eye movements (but
not with head movements) into the blind side.

The upper and lower peripheral prisms were computed to be
16° above and below the horizontal midline using the photographic

depictions with the pinhole camera (Figs. 8F, J) by equation B2 in
Appendix B, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A534, which
matches the calculated field diagram with 10-mm interprism sep-
aration (16 ≈ tan−1(5/17)). With the pinhole camera, the strips of
multiple prism apertures (spaced by prism bases) in Fresnel prisms
are visible. However, with consideration of the human pupil size (F
number settings), the multiplexing effect enlarges the vertical field
of view, reduces the interprism separation, and smooths multiple
prism apertures in the Fresnel peripheral prisms (stronger effect
in the wider pupil size cases). Because the upper prismwas located
16° above the horizontal midline, the pedestrian was not detected
through the upper prism when looking straight (see Discussion).

A dynamic video depiction was recorded to demonstrate these
effects in mobility (see Video 1, available at http://links.lww.com/
OPX/A535, and Video 2, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/
A536). The camera was moving forward on a cart to simulate walk-
ing, and the colliding pedestrian was approaching from the blind
side on a collision course. The colliding pedestrian appears as a
static (fixed bearing angle) looming pedestrian while the background
is moving to create optic flow. Because the axes of the field of view
and the retinal image through the prism are displaced horizontally,
the optical flow of the shifted view in the peripheral prisms is incon-
sistent with the view outside the peripheral prisms (see Discussion).

Fig. 9 shows the calculated field diagram and photographic de-
piction carried out with the oblique peripheral prisms in the same
scenarios. In the oblique configuration, the lateral prism power is
reduced (from 30 to 27°) traded for the vertical prism power
(13°) needed to reduce the gap between the upper and lower prism
shifted views. The calculated field diagram shows that the blind
field slightly above and below the horizontal midline is visible.

FIGURE 6. Photographic depiction with a 3� bioptic telescope in a car. (A) The forward driving scene without the telescope. (B) On-axis telescope (in-
use position) with the photopic outdoor pupil (f/8). The retinal image through the telescope blocks most of the windshield forward view (optical ring sco-
toma). The obscuration ring scotoma is out of the windshield above and below and impedes vision only to the right (to the left, it is largely overlapping the
A-pillar). Note the obscuration scotomas (more on the left) due to the erecting prism in panel B, which slightly restricts the horizontal field of view. (C)
Off-axis telescope (when not in use), the retinal image through the telescope does not provide any view and also does not interfere with the view through
the windshield. Note the obscuration scotoma caused by the telescope body slightly blocks the upper view through the windshield.
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Whereas the shifted fields and the apical scotoma are visible at dif-
ferent vertical locations in the field diagram (Fig. 9A), the photo-
graphic depiction illustrates the shifted view on the location of
the peripheral prisms images on the retinal image (see the same lo-
cation of the peripheral prisms but the different shifted views in the
prisms in Figs. 8 and 9), yet the apical scotomas are invisible.

The oblique peripheral prisms enable users to see the pedes-
trians in both the upper and lower prisms while looking straight at
the fixation target. Because of the reduced horizontal prism power,
the 15° pedestrian (appearing more centrally in Figs. 9B to E than
Figs. 8C to F) and the 30° pedestrian are shifted by a smaller angle
into the seeing field (only a stretched right leg is visible in Figs. 9F
to I). The gap between the upper and lower shifted views was not
completely closed, as the shoulder and neck were not visible in the
shifted view (about 8° gap remaining in Fig. 9A). Considering the
multiplexing effect with wider human pupil sizes, the gap between
the upper and lower shifted views was further closed, which is

specifically helpful to use the upper oblique prisms (i.e., more of
the pedestrian's head is visible in upper prisms with larger pupil).
The dynamic video depiction was recorded also with oblique
prisms (Video 3, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A537, and
Video 4, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A538). While walk-
ing with oblique peripheral prisms, because of both horizontal
and vertical shifted views through the oblique prism, the optical
flow seen within the oblique peripheral prisms and outside the
prisms differs in both horizontal and vertical directions.

Photographic Depiction of Peripheral Prisms in Driving

The effects of peripheral prisms in driving (Fig. 10) were depicted
using the same camera settings as usedwith the telescope. A colliding
pedestrian was approaching from the blind side at 10° bearing angle
12maway. The horizontal peripheral prisms in the car provided no us-
able field expansion because they only affected views above and be-
low the windshield (Fig. 10B). The oblique peripheral prisms shifted

FIGURE 7. Photographic depiction of the field of view effects of 0.6� image minifier. Field diagram (Goldmann, V4e) of a normally sighted right eye
without (A) and with (B) the minifier. The minification effect can be directly appreciated by the increased size of the optic nerve head scotoma and in-
directly by the diplopia measured perimetrically. (C) A photograph of the corridor without the image minifier. The red and yellow circles annotate the
retinal image through the image minifier and the field of view seen through it, respectively, with indoor photopic pupil (f/5.6). Photographic depictions
with the minifier applying different F numbers: f/2.8 (D), f/3.5 (E), f/5.6 (F), and f/8 (G) cover the range of the human eye and f/22 (H) for the pinhole
camera. The diplopia appears owing to the field of view being wider than the angular size of the retinal image through the imageminifier. Although larger
aperture shows wider retinal image (and field of view) with narrower obscuration ring scotoma, both effects are inconsequential because potential users'
visual field is too narrow to see them. The ratio of red arrow lengths in panels C and D illustrates the minification power.
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FIGURE 8. Photographic depiction with 57Δ Fresnel horizontal peripheral prisms for left homonymous hemianopia (only left lens). Panoramic images of
the walking scenario with colliding pedestrians approaching at bearing angles of 15 (A) and 30° (B). The effect of horizontal peripheral prisms with pe-
destrians at bearing angles of 15° (C to F) and 30° (G to J) shows the shifted view and the apical scotoma (not visible but notable as missing legs of the
folding chair on the right side). F numbers were varied from f/2.8 (C, G) to f/5.6 (D, H), and f/8 (E, I) covering the range of the human eye's pupil, and f/22
(F, J) representing the view with a pinhole camera. Details are shown here and not available in the field diagram, including the strongerminification close
to the total internal reflection boundary (see the thinner legs of the 30° pedestrian in the shifted view), the limited eye scanning range due to the total
internal reflection (the boundary with the hazed area at about 5° into the blind side), the total internal reflection and spurious reflections (multiple lateral
mirror images of the ceiling lights, in the upper prism segment), multiplexing effects at the prisms' horizontal boundaries (superimposed shifted and
normal views) andmultiple prism apertures (smoothed from pinhole results in F, J), and varying levels of scattering from the bases of Fresnel prism (less
visible scattering in narrower pupil). The effects on the blind side are only visible when the patient scans into the blind side with the eye. The upper hor-
izontal prism does not capture colliding pedestrians.
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FIGURE 9. Photographic depiction of the effect of 57Δ oblique peripheral prisms (25° oblique tilt) for left homonymous hemianopia (left lens only). (A)
Calculated field diagram using a pinhole camera model. Lateral 27° wide segments of the blind field above and below the horizontal midline are made
visible. Small diplopia occurs around the apex of the oblique peripheral prisms. Photographic depiction of the oblique peripheral prismeffects with 15 (B
to E) and 30° (F to I) pedestrians (illustrated in Figs. 8A and B, respectively) is demonstrating both laterally and vertically shifted views and actual ren-
dition of the apical scotoma (invisibility of the folding chair legs in the right side). Small diplopic areas are illustrated twice in both inside and outside of
the oblique prisms. Both the upper and lower oblique prisms image the 15° pedestrian when the camera is aimed straight ahead. However, because of
the reduced lateral prism power, only part of the right leg of the 30° pedestrian is seen in the lower segment. F number was varied from f/2.8 (B, F), f/5.6
(C, G), and f/8 (D, H) covering the range of the human eye and f/22 (E, I) for the pinhole camera. The gap between the upper and lower prisms is affected
by the pupil size. Note the more visible shoulders and neck of the pedestrian in the leftmost column (f/2.8) than the third column (f/8).
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the views from within the windshield, as designed, and thus made the
blind-side pedestrian visible. Even with the smaller pupil in this bright
photopic outdoor condition (f/8), the central boundary of the peripheral
prisms is blurred, and the pedestrian has lower contrast.

Adjusting the sun visor down to block the bright light at the bound-
ary of the prism increased the contrast of the shifted view at the hori-
zontal boundary, rendering the pedestrian more visible. Although the
extended visor on the right partially blocked the upper unshifted view,
it is blocked on the blind side of the driver. The lower peripheral prism
in both horizontal and oblique configurations was not found to be
helpful, an effect that could not be determined from the field diagram.
In both cases, it did not cover the view through the windshield.

Multiperiscopic Prism

The multiperiscopic prism is a recently developed high-power
image shifting device using reflective half-penta prisms, which provides
100Δ (≈ 45°) power withminimal distortion.14 Tominimize the obscu-
ration scotoma from the protrusion structure, the multiperiscopic

prism is mounted with a tilt to match the line of sight (Fig. 11A).
However, the spectacles' pantoscopic tilt may change this angle and,
as a result, increases the obscuration scotoma.14Weusedphotographic
depiction to demonstrate the field of view effect (prism shift) and
evaluate the effect of pantoscopic tilt on the obscuration scotoma
by rotating the lens blank on the 3D-printed holder.

The photographic depiction illustrated 45° high power of
multiperiscopic prism (Fig. 11). Comparing with conventional
Fresnel prisms (Fig. 8), much less distortion and higher contrast
were demonstrated in the photographic depiction. The undis-
torted shifted view clearly illustrates the viewpoint rotation
(45° axis rotation between the axes of the retinal image and
the field of view through the multiperiscopic prism). With addi-
tional pantoscopic tilt (Figs. 11D, E), the prisms are tilted down
and additional obscuration scotomas appear, resulting in a re-
duction of the vertical extent of the shifted field of view. The
change of the obscuration scotoma at the central boundary of
the prisms was minimal.

FIGURE 10. Photographic depiction of 57Δ peripheral prisms for right homonymous hemianopia (photopic outdoor pupil, f/8). (A) Driving scenario with
a pedestrian at 10° bearing and 12 m away. (B) The same scene through horizontal peripheral prisms. Neither upper nor lower prism shows any useful
field of view for the driving. (C) With oblique peripheral prisms. The lower peripheral prism is still not useful. The upper peripheral prism shifts the pe-
destrian from the blind side to the seeing side, but the image contrast near the pedestrian location is low. D, The oblique peripheral prisms with the sun
visor pulled partially down. The visor improves the contrast of the shifted view.
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Effects of Back Vertex Distance

The effects of different back vertex distances were demonstrated
with the telescope and the peripheral prisms. The back vertex dis-
tance was varied within a range of ±3 mm to evaluate the effects of

individual variations. A closer bioptic telescope due to shorter back
vertex distance (Fig. 12B) results in a wider retinal image through
the telescope and thus a wider field of view through the telescope.
At the same time, closer fitting results in larger optical (i.e., 3� of
field of view) and obscuration ring scotomas. Farther telescope fitting

FIGURE 11. Photographic depiction of multiperiscopic prisms (f/8 for outdoor photopic condition). (A) Multiperiscopic prisms mounted with tilts to match the
line of sight (white dashed lines). (B) Panoramic image of a walking scenario with colliding pedestrians at 45° bearing on the blind side. (C) Photographic de-
piction through the multiperiscopic prism shows a 45° shift with less distortion and higher contrast (compare with the Fresnel prism in Fig. 8). A viewpoint ro-
tation rather than just an image shift is apparent in the perspective change of the cement tiles and lines near the pedestrian leg seen in the lower prism.
Photographic depiction of the multiperiscopic prism with 5° (D) and 10° (E) pantoscopic tilts. A black spot is marked on the center of the lens blank to
illustrate the effect of pantoscopic tilt or a head tilt down. With more pantoscopic tilt, the multiperiscopic prism aims at the pedestrian and the ground at a dif-
ferent angle, and thus, the viewpoints are changed (e.g., rotation of cement line). The obscuration scotomas grew slightly wider, but the change was minimal.
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has smaller ring scotomas, but the field of view is also narrower
(Fig. 12D). Regardless of the back vertex distance, the magnifica-
tion power is unchanged. Note that the field cut by the erecting
prism here further limits the field of view (see Discussion).

The effect of back vertex distance on the peripheral prisms is il-
lustrated in Fig. 13. Because we used the spectacles-mounted pe-
ripheral prisms, only 3-mm farther back vertex distance (16 mm)
than the normal 13 mm was tested. The longer back vertex dis-
tance reduced the angular gap between the prisms, which brought
the shifted view through the windshield. Although the horizontal
prisms were still not useful, the whole body of the pedestrian and
the street closer than the pedestrian were visible in the upper and
lower oblique prisms, respectively.

DISCUSSION

This article documented calibrated field of view effects of sev-
eral low vision devices (bioptic telescope, image minifier, and a
few types of peripheral prisms). We used a commercial camera
and wide field of view lens to match the focal length and pupil size
effects of the human eye. To demonstrate the possible use of pho-
tographic depiction, the field of view effects were recorded in prac-
tical scenarios (walking and driving with different pupil sizes) and
considering practical fitting parameters (i.e., back vertex difference
and pantoscopic tilt). The photographic depiction of the field of view
effects we presented helps analyzing the functionality of these de-
vices. It also revealed additional interesting field of view effects that
are often missed in perimetry.

The impact of different pupil sizes on the view of obscuration
scotoma from the packaging or body of the devices was illustrated
as different amounts of vignetting (e.g., telescope, minifier, and
multiperiscopic prisms).14With devices that have seamless bound-
aries (e.g., Fresnel peripheral prisms), varying pupil sizes resulted
in different levels of multiplexing effect (superimposed views from
both within and outside the devices) at the boundaries. These

vignetting and multiplexing effects affect the users and thus affect
the field extent through the devices measured in the perimetry. It
may be one of the sources of the difference between the expected
field extent from the ray-tracing calculation and the perimetry mea-
surement.21,34 Scattering at the multiple base structures of the
Fresnel prism is also illustrated with different sizes of pupil. Even
though there are always scatterings from each serration of Fresnel
prism, which is smaller than human eye pupil, pinhole-like cameras
such as conventional simulation or calculation cannot illustrate the
scattering, and thus, it shows up as multiple strips of apertures.33

The photographic depiction demonstrated how the pupil size affects
the perception of all these pre-existing diffractions or scattering effects
at the boundary of the devices.

With the bioptic telescope, a ring scotoma can be measured
perimetrically and is largely a result of the magnification,25,26 al-
though it has been frequently blamed on obscuration by the telescope
body in the literature.53–57 This misinterpretationmay be because the
obscuration ring scotoma is easily noticeable when using the tele-
scope (optical ring scotoma is invisible) and the perimetry results do
not distinguish the optical and obscuration ring scotomas. The photo-
graphic depiction clearly distinguishes between theoptical and obscu-
ration ring scotomas and shows that usually only a small portion of the
ring scotoma is attributable to the obscuration by the telescope aperture
(Fig. 5). Although the ring scotoma of the monocular bioptic telescope
can be compensated by the fellow eye under binocular viewing,58 the
ring scotoma does represent loss of field of view in bilateral bioptic
telescopes fitting.

Our results called attention to the field cut by the erecting prism
in the Keplerian telescope (Figs. 5, 7). This illustration of the field
cut can guide the selection of telescope orientation for which, cur-
rently, there is no clear suggestion by the manufacturer.46 Because
a wider horizontal field of view is preferred,38,59,60 orienting the
telescope to bring these field cuts to the upper and lower field of
view (i.e., orthogonal to the orientation shown in Fig. 3) may be
beneficial. Small additional obscuration scotomas from the prism
and objective lens package of the telescope, where the prism is

FIGURE 12. Effect of back vertex distance on the field of view with a 3� Keplerian bioptic telescope. (A) A street clock photograph (f/8 for photopic
outdoor condition). The field of view on the retinal image with back vertex distance of 10 (B), 13 (C), and 16 mm (D). Telescope closer to the eye (B)
provides a wider retinal image through the telescope (i.e., wider field of view) than farther telescope (D) but also with wider ring scotoma due to both
wider optical and obscuration scotomas. Note the scotomas caused by the erecting prism in the telescope (straight vertical field cuts) and the small ob-
scuration scotoma from the telescope body.
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housed, are also visible (Figs. 6C, 12D) in the photographic depiction,
which slightly affected the windshield view at the not-in-use position.
The same preferred orientation of the telescope to move the internal
field cut will alsomove this small outside obscuration scotoma to over-
lap the A-pillar of the car and stay out of thewindshield view. The pho-
tographic depiction illustrates these details and thus helps us make
these observations and recommendations for better fitting.

The photographic depiction may illustrate the difference in
magnitude of eye and head scanning with the telescope. As shown
in Figs. 5C, D with the red arrows, because of the 3� magnifica-
tion, the eye scanning within the field of view of the 3� telescope
(the length of the arrow in Fig. 5D) requires three times larger than
head scanning without the telescope (the length of the arrow in
Fig. 5C). This may explain the effective use of head scanning ob-
served with the telescope. The head scanning with the telescope
has been pointed as a limitation of the telescope use, as head scan-
ning is slower than eye scanning.61 However, the understanding
supported by the depiction shows that this may not be the case.

In fact, the angular size of the retinal image throughmost telescopes
(>40°) is much wider than the size of most saccades (>15°).62 For
example (Fig. 5), to scan an approximately 10° field of view through
the telescope, approximately 30° of excessive eye scanning is required
on the magnified retinal image through the telescope. The same shift
in the retinal image will be achieved with just 10° of head scanning.
This also illustrates the vestibular-ocular reflex resulting from the in-
creased motion, which accompanies head-mounted magnifica-
tion.63,64 This limitationmay be one of the reasons that head scanning
with the telescope is preferred.

A new finding with the peripheral prisms is the illustration of
viewpoint rotation rather than that of the shift seen in the photo-
graphs. The field of view through the prisms is described and illus-
trated as a shifted view.12,18,52 In fact, the prism view results in a
shift in the angular domain, not a linear distance domain.23 The
shift in the angular domain means rotation of the viewpoint (i.e., ro-
tation of the axis of the field of view from the axis of the retinal image
by the angular prism power), which results in perspective difference

FIGURE 13. Effect of larger back vertex distance on peripheral prisms for right homonymous hemianopia (photopic outdoor pupil, f/8). Upper row: hor-
izontal peripheral prisms with (A) 13-mm and (B) 16-mm back vertex distances. With longer back vertex distance, upper horizontal prism now shows a
partial field of view through the windshield, but that field of view is not helpful for driving. Lower row: oblique peripheral prisms with (C) 13-mm and (D)
16-mm back vertex distances. With longer back vertex distance, upper oblique prism fully shows the pedestrian from the blind side, and lower oblique
prism also shows the road pavement and the sidewalk seen through the windshield.
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between the view through and outside of the prisms. This effect is
difficult to observe in the conventional or Fresnel prism because of
strong prism distortions (Figs. 8, 9),23 but the photographic depiction
through themostly distortion-freemultiperiscopic prism illustrates the
rotation of viewpoint (i.e., the lines on the ground in Fig. 11). Because
the shifted view principle is the same in both the multiperiscopic
and conventional prisms, we should regard the shifted view in
the conventional prism also as a rotation of the viewpoint with
additional distortion.23

In walking, the photographic depiction demonstrated that the
rotated viewpoint in the peripheral prism has noticeably different
optical flows than outside the prism (see optical flows in Video 1,
available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A535, and Video 4, available
at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A538, further affected by the prism
distortion). This difference may cause binocular rivalry with the op-
tical flow of the moving background in the fellow eye and thus may
reduce detection performance in the peripheral prisms.65–67 In
driving, although the oblique peripheral prisms show optical flows
in the shifted view through the windshield, the fellow eye sees a
static scene of the car interior. Therefore, there may be no binocu-
lar rivalry because only the shifted view through the windshield pro-
vides the optical flow.

The photographic depiction also enabled examining the sec-
ondary field of view effects in Fresnel prisms (distortion, spurious
reflection, and total internal reflection), which are not possible to
illustrate in the field diagram (i.e., distortion). These issues mostly
exist or are of larger magnitude in the blind side of homonymous
hemianopia. However, with only a small (~5°) eye scanning into
the blind side, these artifacts become visible. Interestingly, color
dispersion31,32 was barely noticeable in the photographic depiction
of the Fresnel peripheral prisms. Because the Fresnel prism has a
shorter optical path length than the conventional ophthalmic prism,
no noticeable color dispersionmay be understandable. However, the
light scattering from themultiple base surfaces was illustrated in the
photographic depiction with the effect of the pupil sizes, which may
cause low contrast and other image quality limitation.23,31,32,68

The photographic depiction of the peripheral prisms also raises
a question about their utility in pedestrian detection.Whenwe assumed
that a patient with homonymous hemianopia looks straightforward and
keeps head straight while walking, the upper horizontal peripheral
prisms did not show the colliding pedestrian (Fig. 8), whereas it didwith
the oblique peripheral prism (Fig. 9). However, if the head tilt angle69 is
considered during walking, the pedestrian may become detectable
through upper horizontal prisms and the efficacy of the horizontal pe-
ripheral prism may be increased (Kurukuti NM, et al. IOVS
2020;61:ARVO E-Abstract 2771). Further analysis of the periph-
eral prisms' efficacy with consideration of head tilt and bobbing
during walking will be required.

Questions regarding the efficacy of the lower peripheral prism
segment in driving were also raised by the photographic depiction.
We already knew that oblique peripheral prisms are needed for driving
with homonymous hemianopia.47,70,71 However, in our photographs,
the lower oblique peripheral prisms did not display much useful infor-
mation through the windshield (Fig. 10). Because individual parame-
ters (driver seat height anddistance, head tilt angle, back vertex distance,
and thewindshield size) and fittingparameters (interprismseparationand
oblique tilt angle) affect the vertical shift through the oblique prisms,
further analysis to quantify the efficacy and possible configurations
will be required. Thus, the current photographic depiction results
alerted us to a number of design and fitting issues that were not ob-
vious before, even if they should have been.

The multiplexing effect in different pupil sizes (i.e., lighting con-
dition) on the peripheral prisms should also be considered in detection
performance. Specifically, the photographic depiction illustrated how
the pedestrian detected through the oblique peripheral prisms looks in
the environment we simulated (looking straight during walking and
driving), even though the part of the pedestrian visible through the
prisms was small. This multiplexing effect could be reduced by lower-
ing the sun visor to improve the contrast around the boundary of the
upper prism's shifted view. The sun visor creates an obscuration sco-
toma for the fellow eye (not shown in Fig. 10), and thus, the apical
scotoma is manifested in this situation (i.e., the obscuration sco-
toma and apical scotoma at the same location). Because the loca-
tion of the scotoma is as high as the sun visor during normal use in
driving, it may not further block useful driving information through
the windshield.

The photographic depiction illustrates the retinal images with the
devices, the image before being processed by the human visual sys-
tem. Various visual characteristics such as reduced spatial resolu-
tion and contrast sensitivity with eccentricity are not illustrated.
Pathological scotomas and even physiological blind spots are not il-
lustrated with the photographic depiction. To better simulate the
scene perceived through the devices by a user, additional image pro-
cessing of the images obtained by the photographic depiction may
be helpful (i.e., simulating the changes in resolution and contrast
sensitivity with eccentricity).72–74 Accurately simulating how pa-
tients with field loss perceive is not as simple as putting black
patches to represent a scotoma.75,76 Instead of applying any addi-
tional image processing, any normally sighted or low vision observers
can experience the performance of the device from the image cap-
tured by the photographic depiction through their own visual system
if it is displayed at the right angular size. Because the pictures of the
photographic depiction in this article would be printed or displayed
on a monitor, we expect the readers at the usual reading distance
would observe them at a much smaller angular size than the correct
angular size. If each photographic depiction result is observed in the
correct angular size (73 � 52°) at high resolution (e.g., a 42-inch
screen observed from 54 cm), observers can perceive visual effects
owing to the effect of their visual system and low vision perception
on top of the photographic depiction of the device. This may demon-
strate the effect of the device being considered to the patients before
the device is ordered.

The current photographic depiction is only presenting monocular
effects. Functionality or utility of the low vision devices interacts with
binocular vision, such as binocular visual confusion for field expan-
sion with unilateral peripheral prisms, and elimination or reducing
the effects of the ring scotoma in the telescope. One possible ap-
proach to presenting the binocular effect might be photographic de-
pictions of left and right eye views that are shown on a stereoscopic
display system such as a head-mounted display. A head-mounted
display may be able to provide wider angular size and binocular-
viewing requirements, although the resolution in current displays
may not be sufficient yet to provide correct illustration centrally.

Optical simulation tools or 3D rendering software can generate
similar illustrations from virtual rendering cameras. A virtual envi-
ronment and rendering camera could easily generate virtual photo-
graphic depiction, but these are usually based on ray tracing with a
pinhole camera model.33 The retinal image through the low vision
devices and the obscuration scotoma with the finite pupil of the hu-
man eye is different from the simulated pinhole result (f/22).
Although the pupil size effect could be implemented with the incor-
poration of a human eyemodel in a professional optical simulation or
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additional depth of field rendering in the rendering camera, the pho-
tographic depictionmay still be beneficial owing to its simplicity and
testability in real-world environments.

We prototyped the photographic depiction with a mirrorless
camera and pancake lens to illustrate many possible optical effects
in various environments. A conventional smartphone camera may be
used for limited photographic depiction if there is a simpleway to keep
the back vertex distance of the spectacles-mounted low vision aid
from the camera. Becausemost smartphone cameras have a fixed pu-
pil size (F number), the photographic depiction with a smartphone
camera may not be able to provide the effect from the pupil size
changes (Appendix C, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A534).

Our photographic depiction illustrates the retinal image and
field of view effects of the low vision devices but is not a replace-
ment for the field diagram. For the size or magnitude of the field
of view effects, the field diagram is beneficial in addition to the
photographic depiction. In this article, we focused on introducing
the photographic depiction technique and demonstrating what it
can show in several scenarios. There may be other beneficial sce-
narios and low vision devices that we did not test here. Although
we introduced the photographic depiction in the limited scenarios
with a static field of view, the photographic depiction may also be
applicable to the dynamic field of view such as eye scanning or
head scanning with further development of the holder.

ARTICLE INFORMATION

Supplemental Digital Content: Appendix A, available at
http://links.lww.com/OPX/A534: empirical method to
determine the reference point of the perspective in the
camera lens is described.

Appendix B, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A534:
the equation describing the distance to angular-size
conversion.

Appendix C, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A534:
possible photographic depiction option with a smartphone
camera.

Video 1, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A535:
dynamic video depiction: simulated walking with a
colliding pedestrian at 15° bearing angle with 57Δ
Fresnel horizontal peripheral prisms.

Video 2, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A536:
dynamic video depiction: simulated walking with a
colliding pedestrian at 30° bearing angle with 57Δ
Fresnel horizontal peripheral prisms.

Video 3, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A537:
dynamic video depiction: simulated walking with a
colliding pedestrian at 15° bearing angle with 57Δ
Fresnel oblique peripheral prisms.

Video 4, available at http://links.lww.com/OPX/A538:
dynamic video depiction: simulated walking with a colliding
pedestrian at 30° bearing angle with 57Δ Fresnel oblique
peripheral prisms.
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Appendix A. Estimating Entrance Pupil 

To determine the entrance pupil of a camera lens, we used large printed protractor radial lines printed diagram 

(Fig. A1), as proposed by Steptoe.46 The entrance pupil location in the lens was estimated by the parallelism of 

the protractor lines in the captured image. The lens front surface is first oriented to be parallel with the 

protractor baseline (Fig. A1), the camera is then moved forward until all protractor lines seen on the camera 

viewfinder screen become parallel to each other. This is where the origins of the protractor and the entrance 

pupil are aligned (Fig. A1B). Photoshop (Adobe, San Jose, CA) was used to check the parallelism of the lines 

on the captured images. That position was measured and marked as the reference point of the lens (7 mm 

from the front surface of the camera’s lens). 

 
Appendix figure A1. Determining the reference point of the perspective (field of view). (A) When the baseline of the 
protractor and the front surface of the camera lens are aligned (upper row), the protractor lines appear diverging in the 
image (lower row) because the lens reference point is behind the protractor origin. (B) Moving the camera forward until 
the protractor lines appear parallel to each other in the captured image marks where the reference point in the camera 
lens and the origin of the protractor lines are aligned. The horizontal field of view of the camera can then be measured by 
reading the scale of the protractor (73°). The distance that the camera moved forward is the distance of the reference 
point from the front surface of the lens. (C) If the camera is moved farther forward (placing the reference point in front of 
the protractor origin), the protractor lines converge in the image. 
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With this method, however, there is a vertical offset between the optic axis of the camera lens and the 

origin of large protractor lines on a table below the lens, which may affect the parallelism and thus the 

estimation of the entrance pupil location. 

To determine the effect of the vertical offset, we simulated radial lines (Fig. A2A) and located a virtual 

camera at the origin with a series of vertical offsets using KeyShot (Luxion, Tustin, CA). The simulation results 

in Figs. A2B – D shows that the vertical offset does affect the thickness of the protractor lines in the captured 

image due to the different perspective but does not affect the parallelism used to estimate the location of the 

entrance pupil.  

 

Appendix figure A2. The effect of the vertical offset between the optical center of a camera lens and the origin of the 
protractor lines. (A) Simulated protractor radial lines in 10° steps. When the entrance pupil of the camera and the origin of 
the protractor lines are aligned laterally but with a vertical offset of 1 mm in (B), 5 mm in (C), and 10 mm in (D), the 
parallelism of the imaged lines is not affected although the shape and thickness of the protractor lines rendered in the 
simulation vary due to the perspective changes. 
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Appendix B. Distance to Angular-Size Conversion 

Following image acquisition, the pixel coordinates in the image should be converted to the angular domain. 

The extent of angular effects and location of the devices in the photographic depiction is analyzed below by 

equations (B1) and (B2) distance between the entrance pupil of the camera lens and the back vertex (N) 

should be converted to the pixel unit (Npix) using the resolution of the camera in pixels (R) and camera’s field of 

view in degrees (Ω).  

 
2 tan

2

pix
RN =
Ω 

 
 

 (eq. B1) 

The relative pixel coordinate from the center of the image (x, y) is converted to the angular location of the pixel 

(θx, θy) as 

 ( ) 1 1, tan , tanx y
pix pix

x y
N N

θ θ − −
    

=             
. (eq. B2) 

This equation can be modified for the measure distance on the printed image (i.e., figures in this paper) where 

R is the width of the printed image and (x, y) are the horizontal and vertical distance from the center of the 

image.  

This method cannot be applied to the panoramic images since they use a cylindrical projection. In a 

panorama image, uniform horizontal distances can be converted to a uniform horizontal angle (equilateral) 

without the tangential relationship. For example, when the width of the image is 52°, a horizontal distance as 

long as one-quarter of the image is simply 18° anywhere in the field. The vertical coordinates should be still 

converted using the tangential relationship of equation (B2). 

 

Appendix C. Photographic Depiction with a Smartphone Camera 

We do not recommend small cameras such as cellphones or compact cameras due to the fixed smaller pupil 

size and shorter focal length than the human eye. To demonstrate the difference between the setups, however, 

we tested the photographic depiction with a smartphone camera. Due to the short focal length, the reference 

point of the field of view is located very close to the smartphone lens surface. We ignored the distance  
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between the reference point and the smartphone lens surface, and thus the ophthalmic lens blank was held in 

hand approximately 17 mm from the smartphone camera lens surface.  

 

Appendix figure C1. Photographic depiction (A) without and (B) with the on-axis 3× bioptic telescope of Fig. 5 using a 
smartphone camera (Pixel 2 XL, Google, Mountain View, CA). The red and yellow annotated circles illustrate the field of 
view through the telescope and the retinal image including the obscuration scotoma, respectively. The field of view of the 
camera was 37°×66°. Due to the much smaller pupil size, the photographic depiction result with this smartphone camera 
(f/1.8 with 4.5 mm focal length ≈ f/8) is limited to (C) the outdoor photopic pupil condition (Fig. 5G). 
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